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A. INTRODUCTION

In the first kernel assignment you implemented a kernel primitive called
Exit( ), which removes a task from the scheduler’s ready queues, so that
it never again runs. This primitive was implemented only so that you could
test your kernel when only a small part of it had been implemented.

We did not ask you to update Exit( ): doing so would have required
you to rummage through the kernel data structures, and even so would
leave many open questions. For example, it’s obvious that if the task is
RECEIVE_BLOCKED that it should be removed from the SendQ of the task
on which it is blocked, which would require a doubly-linked SendQ. A
more complex example occurs if the task is a server with queued clients:
how should the clients be handled? You might be inclined to fail all their
requests, which would require one Reply( ) per client. This clean-up is
straightforward, but only because Exit( ) is called in a context where the
internal state of the task is known, so that clean-up is easy.*

In view of the above, we might consider Exit( ) to be a form of task
destruction, and change its name to Suicide( ). After a suicide, of
course, resources are reclaimed and re-used, if only as fertilizer. Because
memory allocation is done in terms of fixed size blocks reuse of the task
descriptor and stack space is easy. Reuse of the task id is usually managed
using a generation scheme, so that messages send to the destroyed task are
properly failed.

B. DESTROY

The above discussion shows a plausible way of extending Exit( ) into
Suicide( ), in which a task voluntarily destroys itself. Self-destruction,
however, is not usually adequate. To see why we must consider how task
destruction is likely to be used.

Transient tasks. It is possible to create task structures that naturally include
transient tasks. Workers, such as couriers, can be implemented to perform
a single task after which they self-destruct. A server, for example, would
not maintain a pool of unemployed workers who report for service after

* Some object-oriented languages encapsulate just this functionality in
the so-called destructor.
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completing a job, but instead create a new worker each time a job must be
done, expecting the worker to self-destruct after cleaning up its context.
Such a use requires only the most basic implementation of Suicide( ),
such as the one described above, but this is only the simplest context in
which task destruction might be useful.

Damaged resources. Embedded systems are often deployed in mission-
critical roles: roles, where it makes sense to provide back-up hardware to
be used in the case of failure of primary resources. User-controlled
reconfiguration of the system may be impossible because the system is
remote, because replacement would be too slow, or because the system
cannot be taken off-line. Then the easiest method for repairing the system
is to destroy the task(s) that are managing the primary hardware, and to
create new tasks configured to use the back-up hardware.*

When this is desired it is usually not possible to persuade the relevant
tasks to commit suicide: they are often jammed waiting for an event that
will never occur, or have not been programmed to receive and respond to
a ‘terminate yourself ’ message. We thus require a Destroy(tid)

primitive, which subsumes suicide as Destroy(Mytid( )).
In the final kernel assignment we create small collections of tasks that

among themselves handle hardware. I have recommended building a task
structure by localized task creation, in which each task creates the tasks
immediately below it in the service hierarchy. This practice simplifies task
destruction if we include in the destruction of a task the destruction of all
its children, thereby removing possible orphan tasks automatically.

This discussion assumes that there is a method of identifying faulty
hardware. Beyond mentioning that this is an ideal job for the idle task, we
merely assume in suggesting implementing details for task destruction
that the detection of faults requiring task destruction is possible.†

Damaged tasks. The most common cause of damaged tasks is
programming bugs. During development, what to do when you detect a
programming bug is obvious: abandon the executing application, take out
your editor, remove the bug (without introducing others, of course) and
rerun the application.‡

It isn’t always possible to do this when an application is in active service:
often it can’t stop running without causing unpleasant side effects. How

* This is a common strategy in embedded systems that control military
aircraft.

† Assuming that detecting faults is possible is not the same as assuming
that identifying faults is easy. All the evidence we have is that it is not
easy at all, but very difficult. And that’s without mentioning that real-
time software must detect faults quickly enough that response
deadlines are not missed.

‡ Some believe they can avoid such problems by perfect coding, but it
appears that there is no such thing. At the state of the art every fixed
bug introduces a new bug: twenty bugs per million lines of well-
seasoned code was achievable about a decade ago.
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might the application be kept running for a while, even if only to get it
shut down cleanly. If there is a technique that keeps the program going
until an idle time makes it possible to do a repair. Destroying the task and
recreating it is a possibility, hoping that the task will not encounter the bug
again too soon.

It is also possible for a task’s data to get damaged. For example, a task’s
stack can get corrupted because the stack above grows into its space; a
task’s memory can be altered by cosmic radiation; a task can misinterpret
a mis-sent message. Symptoms might be anything from infinite looping to
memory faults. Such problems can often be remedied, at least temporarily
by destroying the task and re-creating it.

Damaged task structure. The most common and least tractable error in task
structure is the critical race, just because it occurs so irregularly and
unpredictably. It is, of course, a programming bug: an unconscious
assumption was made that events – in the application or in the world –
would always occur in a particular order; the assumption was incorrect
and no provision was made in the code for a different order, which
eventually occurs

Another possible in applications that interact with the real world

Summary. Of the cases described above the easy one is the predictably
transient task, for which the easy to implement Suicide( ) is sufficient.
In the other cases the hard problem is not implementing Destroy( ) so
much as detecting the conditions under which Destroy( ) should be
executed, and designing general remedies that are adequately real-time.

C. THE DESTROY PRIMITIVE

c.1. DESTROY

Name. Destroy - destroy a task and all its children, returning their
resources for future use.

Synopsis. int Destroy( int tid )

Description. Destroy removes a task and all its children from all kernel data
structures, including, but not necessarily limited to, ready queues, send
queues and awaitevent queues. Tasks SEND_BLOCKED, RECEIVE_BLOCKED
or REPLY_BLOCKED on the task or on its children return with errors
indicating that the task does not exist.

The tid of a destroyed task is guaranteed to be permanently retired: any
future attempt to Send or Reply to it fails with a non-existent task error.*

* If the task is being destroyed because a hardware failure occurred, the
OS should have a way of knowing that the failed component is no
longer available. Doing so, however, makes sense only if there is a
server that manages which task is responsible for which hardware
components. The concept is easy to understand and the server equally
easy to implement, but the game is hardly worth the candle in
hardware as simple as ours.
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Destroy cannot be made constant time except in the sense that your
kernel has a finite number of priorities and tasks, but do your best to make
it as efficient as possible.

Returns. On return it is guaranteed that the task and all its children have
been removed from every kernel data structure. It is not guaranteed that
the resources have been reclaimed and made available for future use, only
that reclamation will eventually occur.

Possible return values.
• 0 – destruction was successful.
• -1 – illegal tid.
• -2 – no task with that tid.

Note. Unlike the other primitives of our kernel, Destroy(tid) does not
generalize nicely to multi-core or distributed systems.

c.2. AUXILIARY PRIMITIVES

Destroy( ) has a fundamental problem: potentially there is a lot of work
to be done; almost all the work manipulates kernel data structures, so it
should be done by the kernel, with interrupts disabled. But doing it all at
once in the kernel disables interrupts for far too long.

The most common method for overcoming this problem makes the
kernel re-entrant, so that it is possible to execute kernel code in two
threads at once. A fully re-entrant kernel, which can be interrupted at the
beginning of any instruction, increases kernel overhead a lot, making the
kernel very fragile at the same time. Thus, while this approach is common
in practice, I think there is a better way.

Let us create a role called the housekeeper. The housekeeper is a task in
user space that runs at low priority, just above the idle task. Then,
Destroy() performs only what is necessary to remove the destroyed task
from influencing the computation of other tasks, such as invalidating its
task Id, and removing it from the ReadyQs, after which a message is sent
to the housekeeper asking it to clean up. The housekeeper then is able to
find out what needs to be done by querying the kernel, and does it by
making kernel requests that are executed atomically by the kernel, with
the kernel’s data structures synchronized at the end of each request. The
housekeeper, in essence, opens up. The appropriate granularity for these
requests surely depends on the nature of the application: small granularity
has little effect on worst case response time but adds to overhead; large
granularity degrades worst case response time and reduces overhead.

D. ERRATA

This description was written under a real-time deadline, and is subject to
all the hazards of such projects. Please communicate any incompleteness
or stupidity you detect to the author: this document can only get better.
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Yes, I know that, as of today, 31 October, 2011, one heading in §b
remains incomplete. I will get to that as soon as I have finished a whole
bunch of other stuff.


